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ISSN assignment request 

 

Step 1: Introduction of metadata about the resource 

 

Fields marked with an asterisk (*) are required. 

 

Description of the publication 
 

(*)Publication title  

For publications in non-Latin alphabets, such as Arabic or Cyrillic, please give the transcript of the 

title here and the original character form in the box below. For serial publications in China, please 

give here the title in Pin Yin. 

 

  
Title of the publication in original characters  

For publications in only non-Latin alphabets, to be endowed with the form transcribed above.  

  
Other titles that appear in the publication  

Sub-titles, titles in other languages, etc.  

  

  
(*)Name of the editor  

If the name of the publisher appears in the publication in a non-Latin alphabet, please give transcribed 

form here - or the Pin Yin form for a Chinese publication. 
 

  
Name of the editor  

Of original characters for publications in non-Latin alphabets, only to be provided in a previously 

transcribed form. 
 

  
(*)City of Publication  

If the city of publication appears in the publication in a non-Latin alphabet, please give transcribed 

form here - or the Pin Yin form for a Chinese publication. 
 

  
City of publication  

In original characters of publications in non-Latin alphabets, only to be provided in a previously 

transcribed form. 
 

  
(*)Country code  
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(*)Publication status  

For publications not yet published: requests for ISSN assignment will not be sent more than 6 months 

before the first issue or the launch of the website. 

From current series  Pending publication  

 

 

(*)Publication start date or projected start date for pre-publications  

Enter the month and year as follows: 201109 for September 2018. 

 

(*)Frequency  

No frequency determined  Annual  Bimonthly  Biweekly  Daily  Fortnightly 

 Biannual  Biennial  Triennial  

Three times a week  Three times a month  It is continuously updated  Monthly  

Quarterly  Semi-monthly  Three times a year   

Unknown  Weekly  Another frequency  

(*)Language  

If you have selected several languages or another language in the list, please specify the language (s) in 

question in the comments box at the bottom of the page. 

 

 

(*)Half  

If you have selected Other, please specify the means in question in the comments box at the bottom 

of the page. 

Printing  Online  optical discs / CD Rom  another way  

 

Internet address of the publication (URL)  

If you have selected Online as the publication medium, please register the URL here.  

 

Related titles  

Preceding title and ISSN of this title, if applicable  

If the publication was published under another title, please register this preceding title here, and the 

ISSN, if this title is assigned an ISSN. 
 

  
Title in another medium and the ISSN of this title, if applicable  

If the publication has already been published on any other support, please register this title here, and 

the ISSN, if this title has already been assigned an ISSN. 
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Title in another edition of the language and the ISSN of this title, if applicable  

If the publication has already been published in another language, please register this title here, and 

the ISSN, if this title has already been assigned an ISSN. 

  
Another related title  

If the publication has other types of relationships with another title (supplement ...), provide more 

information in the comments section at the bottom of the page. 
 

  
 

Applicant information  

 

(*)Title  
 

Mr  Mrs  

(*) Name  

 

(*) Adress 

 

 

(*)City 

 

(*) Field  

 

(*)Email  

If you want to enter multiple email addresses in the entry box below, separate with a comma and a 

space. Example: name@domain.org, name2@domain.org, name3@domain.org 

 

Fax  

 

(*)Telephone  

 

(*)Company / Institution  

(can be the name of the publisher, if the applicant is the publisher) 

 

(*) You are 

Editor  Library  Collective catalog  
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Comments  

Please, add here any comments you may have regarding this application: the history of the 

publication (if there is more than one previous title, or if the resource has been published by the 

successive editors), the language or medium if not found in the web form, etc. 
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